October 17, 2020

Dear ____________________
Ronald Reagan once said that we are never more than one generation away from
losing our freedom. Today many Americans fear that we are only one election
away from losing our freedom, our distinct heritage and our way of life.
That's because the choice we face is stark and clear. We must ask ourselves:
Will we defund police and hand entire communities over to Anti-fa?
Will we enable Iran and other terrorist regimes to gain nuclear weapons?
Will we have open borders that route drugs and ruthless gangs into the US?
Will we go back to the days of exporting American jobs and technology to China?
Will we send our sons & daughters back to fight endless wars in places like Iraq?
Before you vote, please consider the following:
In the face of strong opposition, President Trump & Vice President Pence have:
Stood firmly with police to quell senseless violence in American cities, while also
requiring by executive order that law enforcement agencies meet new higher
standards related to the use of force and de-escalation or lose federal funding.
Withdrawn from the deeply flawed JCPOA deal that rewarded Iran with billions of
dollars, while providing a despotic regime with a pathway to nuclear weapons.
Replaced one sided trade deals with new agreements with Canada, Mexico and
China that level the playing field for American companies and US workers.
Secured America's borders and proposed to Congress immigration reform that
will expedite the review process for asylum seekers, reunite families and protect
immigrant workers from exploitation.
Made the largest ever increase in funding for child care, signed a parental leave
order for federal workers, increased the child tax credit, created the Farmers to
Families Food Program and allowed the import of certain prescription drugs.
Defeated ISIS in Iraq, brought troops home from Afghanistan and orchestrated a
historic peace agreement with Israel, the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain, for
which he has been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize.
Leaders are defined, not by their words, but rather by their actions.
Please join us in voting to reelect President Trump and Vice President Pence.
PLEASE VOTE ON NOVEMBER 3RD!
__________________________________
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